
Tendoy Fine Art ~ Information for prospective artists 
 
Tendoy Fine Art has three categories of membership: 
 

Sustaining Artist  
The sustaining artists pay a $75 per month membership fee. Commissions on work sold are 
calculated at 20%, the artist receiving 80%. Sustaining artists receive priority concerning 
hanging space but are expected to change out their work every few months. Sustaining artists 
are eligible to be on the board of directors and have voting privileges. They are expected to 
volunteer time as is needed and possible in the daily business of the gallery. That might be as 
little as helping with event refreshments and/or taking flyers around the community, or as much 
as volunteering to staff the sales desk.   
 

Consignment Artist 

Consignment artists do not pay a monthly fee and are charged 40% commission for work sold 
in the gallery. Wall space is limited in the gallery, so consignment artists may not be able to 
show as many pieces as sustaining artists. Consignment artists are not eligible to serve on the 
board of directors but are welcome at any time to the monthly board meetings. Activities at the 
gallery are also open to consignment artists, including the opportunity to teach classes at a 20% 
commission.  We currently meet for an artist gathering on Wednesday afternoons at 3:00pm 
and we encourage everyone to attend.  
 

The Jurying Committee considers artist applications and submitted work and decides who to 
accept into the gallery based on several factors. These factors include quality of work and 
potential for sales, but also general suitability for the gallery, how much display space is 
available, and the types of artworks already on display in the gallery. Consideration is also 
given to whether the artist could offer classes or workshops.  
 
Sustaining and Consigning members must sign an Artist Agreement with the gallery, which 
specifies the commission fees, monthly fees, and adherence to the Policies and Procedures of 
Tendoy Fine Art. 
 
Associate Member 
Associate members pay a $50 annual fee in support of the gallery and are encouraged to 
volunteer at the gallery. Associate membership is ideal for anyone who wants to support and 
“be part of” Tendoy Fine Art without displaying artwork. 
 
All levels of membership are eligible for a 10% discount on any artworks purchased through 
the gallery.  
 
We hope you can join us as an Associate, Consignment, or Sustaining Member and work with 
us to promote the arts in Southwest Montana! 
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